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© 2020 Arcade Spot Pokemon Adventures Golden Chapter is another Pokemon FireRed hack in PokeCommunity. After the adventures of the red and blue in the first saga, we now join another trainer named Gold. It will be a symbol of Pokemon Gen II, as its starter Totophile. Professor Elm is known as one of the best Pokemon experts in the
world. He has a strong and cute Pokemon, one of them is a blue Crocodile Totodile. One day it was suddenly stolen by an unknown coach. What do you think he's going to do? Well, then the thief! Unfortunately, Professor Elm has disappeared in a strange way. Now you're Gold, one of Professor Elma's admirers. You can't stand still and let
everything plunge into darkness. Finally, you decided to look about this mystery. You have to get the missing Totodile. Features Not too many things featured in this hack: The main character will be gold, of course. The number of Pokemon that have been caught by Gold in the manga is just like the one you catch in the game. The storyline
will be based on the manga, except for some additional events to make the game longer than usual. Day/Night system. Fairy Type appear in this game. No more cycling, skateboard instead. Screenshots of Pokemon Adventure Golden Head Trailers Download Note: For hacks that are released and downloadable, we'll show you how to
download files and its emulators for windows/mac/Android/iOS and video guides to use them to play the game on your devices. To check downloadable hacks, find an information box at the top of this page. Thank you. Mediafire Google Drive Title: Pokemon Adventures Golden Chapter Hack out: Fire Red Language: English Creator: nil.4
Story play like gold from Pokemon Adventures Manga. Once Tototil was stolen from Professor Elm's research lab by an unknown trainer. Trying to capture the trainer, he mysteriously expelled. After that day, Gold promised to capture the trainer and return the missing Totophila. Features play like the Golden Pokemon Gold train caught in the
manga follows the manga precisely with some additional chapters of the Day and Night System Gen 3 - 5 moves fairy type included skateboard instead of bike credits zero.4, Joexv, Aethestode, Sniper, JPAN, Mr. Dollsteak, Regin Prower, Pedro99, Coronis, GoJJGoTech/Source: The Full Help Here. The main character will definitely be Gold.
The number of Pokemon that have been caught by Gold in the manga is just like the one you catch in the game. The storyline will be based on the manga, except for some additional events to make the game longer than usual. Day/Night system. Fairy Type appear in this game. No more cycling, skateboard instead. Pokemon Adventures
Golden Chapter Hack Title: Pokemon Adventures Golden Head Base Hack: Pokemon Red 1.0 ROM Language: English English like the gold of the Pokemon Adventure manga. Once Tototil was stolen from Professor Elm's research lab by an unknown trainer. Trying to capture the trainer, he mysteriously expelled. After that day, Gold
promised to capture the trainer and return the missing Totophila. Awards: Features: Mistakes: -No one so far major chapters: Screenshots: Bonus Heads: Credits: Clara (from WaH) - Screen Title and Banner Aethestode - Gold and Silver Overworld Sprites and JPAN Tiles - Pokemon Fire Red Hacked Engine (v1.1) Mr. Dollsteak -
Mr.DollSteak's Decap. and Attack Rombase (version 1.5a) Brendan Bass - Multiple Overworlds Coronis - Gold, Silver and Crystal Trainer Sprites c067912881 - Scenarios, banners, knowledge and a few common help Downloads Yet Banners: -You can support this hack with these banners. (this last banner was found in Google, if the owner
sees it, please tell me) Name: Dukesh Take one yourself! @Pokémon this is a awesome golden chapter of my fave along with Crystal looking forward to it! ༼ つ ◕-◕ ༽つ PRAISE Splash ༼ つ ◕-◕ ༽つ THE
YAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
It's time! It's time! It's time!!! THE SAME!!!!!! Qgt. Hey, hey, You, Finally make gold! Good luck with that! Johto may not be my favorite region, but I feel it will be great! Omg! Golden chapter!? Awesome! My first reaction was at last the golden head!. My second reaction, after I saw who is hacker Au, now the yellow chapter will be
postponed/slowed down. Anyway, good luck, looking forward to it. To be honest, the cards need more improvement, are very empty and boring, the FM tiles are good, but the map is not good. Good luck with the project, I'm a very fan of GSC manga chapters with: Graphic Design is my passion... Click on the picture to see the best hack ever
created (? originally published in Hands! Romhacker - Original post - Honestly, the cards need more improvement, are very empty and boring, the FM tiles are good, but the map is not good. Good luck with the project, I'm a huge fan of GSC manga chapters with: The only reason why the cards are still bland is because I haven't changed the
inside of the tiles. All exterior tiles have been changed. Cities, routes, cities have become better. When I post more updates for gold, you'll see the cards better. Thank you all for your support. Updates for gold will be realeased soon. New chapters and date realease. Name: Brave Take One Yourself! @Pokémon an orphanage/left man. Glad
you're still around and doing this hack. Can't wait to see more. Keep up the great work on the hacks man. The love story of POKEMON REVENGE TEAM is looking for members of the APPLY here to crack can continue. 3Ds Fc' 0619-4312-9526 IgN next to mine Shop here nyc another hack of manga cool to keep it. Originally published as
C067912881 c067912881 why the cards are still soft because I haven't changed the internal tiles. All exterior tiles have been changed. Cities, routes, cities have become better. When I post more updates for gold, you'll see the cards better. I agree with Rook! The maps look very soft - not to mention the tiles here, the actual construction of
the map (especially that external map) look bad. :( At this stage there isn't much to go on, but I'm looking forward to some more detailed maps in the future. When will the first beta be released? Name: Fairy Take One Yourself! @Pokémon Children's Home Updates: Hoothoot Time Chapter: Name: Brave Take One Yourself! @Pokémon
children's home (left) WOW!!! o_O OMG is another Pokemon adventure ^^ love the idea, keep it up and do a good job :) and is there any chance I'll become your beta tester pleeesee. ^_^ Haki that I support: ----------------------------------------------------------------------- Pokemon is life :mudkip;): Originally published by Pedro99 - Original post - WOW!!!
o_O OMG is another Pokemon adventure ^^ love the idea, keep it up and do a good job :) and is there any chance I'll become your beta tester pleeesee. ^_^ I'm of course. Name: Brave Take One Yourself! @Pokémon Children's Home /Left Originally published as c067912881 - Original post - Ya Sure. Thank you, keep your good work :)
Hacks that I support: ----------------------------------------------------------------------- Pokemon is life :mudkip;): I agree about the display, it really leaves much to be desired. Taking as an example the map above, it just looks boring and empty. It needs some structure, add some more trees around the edges, a few bushes, the path leading to the central
tree, maybe. I love the tiles you use, but the cards don't do them justice. Pokemon Cyan - 2015 - Originally published as chrunch - Original post - I agree about displaying, it really leaves much to be desired. Taking as an example the map above, it just looks boring and empty. It needs some structure, add some more trees around the edges, a
few bushes, the path leading to the central tree, maybe. I love the tiles you use, but the cards don't do them justice. I'm sorry he feels dull and empty. This golds yard map in the manga had he met Grant and he fought Murkrow. I just wanted to make the map simple for this event. Name: Brave Take One Yourself! @Pokémon Children's
Home/Left Updates: Sneaky Sneasel Chapter: Name: Brave Take One Yourself! @Pokémon children's home /left) looks like an amazing person. If you need more beta testers let me know. I can help while I'm at work, :D POKEMON REVENGE TEAM is looking for members of the APPLY here to hack can continue. Fc' 0619-4312-9526 IgN is
next to my store here originally published qaz015393 - Original post - Looks like an amazing person. If you need more beta testers let me know. I can help while I'm at work, :D I'm sure. I'll sign you. Name: Brave Brave one himself! @Pokémon children's home/left This is something I will be looking forward to. Keep up the good work! Watch
Pokemon Related Stuff - my feed here (zlt;click that) should check out this reason they're cool!!!! Originally published as 067912881 - Original post - Ya of course. I'll sign you. Nice / thank you man. It's good to be apart from the team. 2151 POKEMON REVENGE TEAM is looking for members of the APPLY here to hack can continue. 3Ds Fc'
0619-4312-9526 IgN next to my store here are some updates for you guys. -Route 29 Completed -Cherrygrove City Completed The Last Chapter for the Demo will be released soon. Name: Brave Take One Yourself! @Pokémon children's home/left This hack looks good so far! Good luck with that, can't wait to play it! Title: Pokemon
Adventures Golden Chapter remake of: Pokemon Fire Red remake by: No. 4 Source: Click here! Description: Storyline: Play as gold from Pokemon Adventures Manga. Once Tototil was stolen from Professor Elm's research lab by an unknown trainer. Trying to capture the trainer, he mysteriously expelled. After that day, Gold promised to
capture the trainer and return the missing Totophila. Features: -Play, as Gold-Capture and Train Pokemon Gold captured in the manga -Follows Manga with some additional chapters to make it longer -Running in buildings -Day and Night -Gen 3-5 Moves -Fairy Type -Able ride Skateboard instead of bike Main Chapters: -Murkrow Flies -
Hoothoot Time -Sneaky Sneasel -Buzzing Elekid -More Screenshot:
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